Central chemosensitivity, sleep, and wakefulness.
Neurons in many regions of the lower brain are chemosensitive in vitro. Focal acidification of these same and other regions in vivo can stimulate breathing indicating the presence of chemoreception. Why are there so many sites for central chemoreception? This review evaluates data obtained from unanesthetized rats at three central chemoreceptor sites, the retrotrapezoid nucleus (RTN), the medullary raphé, and the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) and extends ideas concerning two hypotheses, which were recently formulated (Nattie, E., 2000. Respir. Physiol. 122, 223-235). (1) The high overall sensitivity of the respiratory control system in the unanesthetized state to small increases in arterial CO(2) relies on an additive or greater effect of these multiple chemoreceptor sites. (2) Chemoreceptor sites can vary in effectiveness dependent on the state of arousal. These ideas fit into a more speculative and general hypothesis that central chemoreceptors are organized in a hierarchical manner as proposed for temperature sensing and thermoregulation (Satinoff, E., 1978. Science 201, 16-22). The presence of a number of chemosensitive sites with varying thresholds, sensitivity, and arousal dependence provides finely tuned control and stability for breathing.